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Meteoroid Engineering Model Release 2.0 (MEMR2)
I Stand-alone software
I Computes meteoroid environment relative to spacecraft
I Does not include temporal variations such as showers
I Most appropriate during design phase
MEM generates trajectory-specific environment
I MEM takes spacecraft trajectory into account
I Also accounts for influence of Earth or Moon in sub-models
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Figure 1. The meteoroids approach from the left in a collimated stream. RP
is the radius of the planet and bmax is the max value of the impact parameter
of particles colliding with the planet. If gravity were not acting the capture
cross-sectional area of the planet would be ANG = …R2P, with gravity present,
it is effectively AG = …b2max.
a few identifiable (albeit rather diffuse) sources, gravitational focus-
ing may appreciably exacerbate the meteoroid impact hazard.
Divine, Gru¨n & Staubach (1993) and Staubach, Gru¨n & Jehn
(1997) have published analytic expressions for the focusing en-
hancement and shielding factors based on work by Divine (1992).
Unfortunately, Divine’s original work, which involved a great deal
of algebra, never appeared in the open literature and was applied
only to a few representative cases for sporadic meteors. In this pa-
per, we compare the predictions of the Divine method with those
based on a different analytical approach and present results for a
selection of applicable cases.
2 T H E M E T H O D
We need to avoid complications arising from the different masses
and sizes of the planets that are likely to be considered, so we have
adopted a normalized set of units with the unit of speed equal to that
of a body in a circular orbit just above the surface of the planet (V0)
and the unit of distance being the radius of the planet. In this system
of units, a meteoroid trajectory is characterized by the parameter F
given by
F = v2i r , (2)
where vi is the normalized value of Vi (i.e. Vi/V0), and r is the
normalized distance of the observer from the planet.
The focusing geometry is depicted in Fig. 2. If r is the vector
from the planet centre to an observer, the initial and final directions
of the meteoroids at the observer are defined by the angles ξ and φ,
respectively, as shown in the diagram. From Fig. 3 it is readily seen
that there are two trajectories by which a particle initially travelling





Figure 2. Focusing geometry. Meteoroids are initially travelling horizon-
tally from the left. ξ and φ are, respectively, the angles between r and the
initial and final meteoroid velocities. The gravitational field of the planet
causes the thickness d t of the initially parallel sheath-like bundle of trajec-
tories to increase, while its cross-section decreases.
Figure 3. Particles initially travelling in a given direction in the gravitational
field of the planet can reach the point P while moving by either of two
trajectories TS (shorter) and TL (longer). The corresponding values of φ are
φS and φL. The path TL, because it undergoes the greater deflection, must
make the closer approach to the planet.
values of φ for a given ξ . We will refer to the shorter, more direct
path as TS and to the longer path as TL.
To estimate the intensification factor due to focusing for a partic-
ular trajectory, we treat the problem as one of fluid flow whereupon
we note that the flux enhancement factor is just the ratio by which
the cross-sectional area of the flow tube has decreased as it arrives
at the specified location in space as shown in Fig. 2. It is convenient
to consider that the meteoroids flow in a thin sheath, in which case
the initial cross-sectional area of the sheath far from the planet is
just 2πbdb, where b is the impact parameter given by





The cross-sectional area AR of the sheath at some target location
specified by (r, ξ ) is given by
AR = 2πr sin(ξ ) sin(φ) dr (4)
assuming constant ξ , leading to the following expression for the
focusing factor:
ηF(ξ, F) = b











The factor db/dr is expressible as an analytic function of ξ and F
(Appendix B), leading to





2 sin(ξ ) sin(φ)
×
{
[1+ cos(ξ )][cos(ξ )∓ 2B]





The quantity B(ξ , F) is defined in Appendix B, and the upper and
lower signs, where they appear, refer to the trajectories TS and TL,
respectively. Results obtained with equation (6) have been confirmed
using form (5) with db/dr evaluated numerically.
To make use of equations (5) or (6), we need to know both ξ
and φ. It is a straightforward, if lengthy, matter to find an analytic
expression for ξ (φ, F), but in practice it will be ξ and F that are
known and we require analytic expressions for φ(ξ , F). Since we
use a Monte Carlo approach involving large numbers of particles
to estimate the flux distribution in the vicinity of the planet, speed
of calculation is of the essence. Fortunately, Divine (1992) has suc-
ceeded in finding a set of expressions for the trajectory solutions
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Diagram from Jones & Poole, 2007
I Earth’s gravity enhances
the meteoroid flux near
Earth
I The Earth also physically
blocks some meteoroids
I MEM computes both
effects at the
spacecraft’s location
Meteoroid directionality is not isotropic





























Meteoroid velocity is not uniform
〈v〉 6=√〈v2〉






















Meteoroid impact crater on shuttle window.
Image provided by the NASA/JSC Hyperve-
locity Impact Technology (HVIT) Team.





I density (currently 1 g/cc)
I We are revisiting each of
these components for the




Improved de-biasing and “sharpening”


















Brown et al. (2004)
Moorhead et al. (2017)
de-biased and sharpened
Density distribution
I We fit log-normal distributions to the two density groups:
I TJ < 2 – HTCs, NICs – apex and toroidal
I TJ > 2 – JFCs, asteroids – helion/antihelion










I MEM: a stand-alone piece of software, describes meteoroid
environment along user-supplied spacecraft trajectory.
I Currently working to revise model:
I Velocity distribution is:
I derived from radar (CMOR) observations,
I de-biased using modern ionization efficiency, and
I sharpened to remove uncertainty smoothing.
I Density distribution is based on Kikwaya et al. (2011) and
links density to dynamical class.
I Future work: revisit flux(mass) and characterize uncertainties.
Shower forecasting
I MEM’s environment is time-invariant
I MEO shower forecast provides time-dependent shower fluxes
I These are derived from hourly rates (ZHRs)
(λ0, ZHR0)
∝ 10Bp(λ−λ0) ∝ 10−Bm(λ−λ0)













I We use the Gru¨n meteoroid flux as a point of comparison.
I Reference speed is 22.75 km s−1 at 400 km altitude (due to
grav focusing).




















































The forecast reports fluxes on a flat plate facing the shower radiant
vs.
This is a “worst-case scenario” for shower exposure. Although
typically showers are a small fraction (0.9% - 15%) of the baseline
flux, the risk enhancement can be significant for a fully exposed
element.
Enhancement factors








































Activity profiles in the annual forecast





















Plots from Jenniskens (1994)
Visual observations in both the northern and southern hemispheres.
14 years of CMOR data
Arietids










































































































In the end, we were able to improve the activity profiles for 12
showers:




















































































































































































































































I The MEO generates annual meteor shower forecasts that
report:
I Shower fluxes (based on ZHR and other shower parameters)
I Baseline fluxes
I Enhancement factors (to support risk assessments)
I More recent, we revised many shower activity profiles.
I We used 14 years of fluxes from CMOR (advantageous for
daytime showers in particular)
I We were able to improve the profiles of 12 major meteor
showers.
I We plan to expand this in the future to include additional
data and constrain mass indices.
